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OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE FOR 
PC AND MAC 
  
“The term was given a big boost at an event organized in April 
1998 by technology publisher Tim O'Reilly. Originally titled the 
"Freeware Summit" and later known as the "Open Source 
Summit"[4], the event brought together the leaders of many of the most important free and 
open source projects. 
 
The term is most commonly applied to the source code of software that is made available 
to the general public with relaxed or non-existent intellectual property restrictions. This 
allows users to create user-generated software content through incremental individual 
effort or through collaboration.” 

- Wikipedia 
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Audio Visual Tools 
 
 
VLC Media Player   
http://www.videolan.org/ 
Mac  PC 
 
VideoLAN is a project producing free software focused on video. VLC media player, a cross-platform 
media player, encoder and streamer, is now the main focus of VideoLAN, and has been downloaded 
millions of time (about 30 millions for the previous release).  
This is Mac and PC supported.  Think of it as an option to open those tougher files that Windows Media 
Player and Quicktime Player cannot open. 
 
 
Perian 
http://perian.org/#detail   
Mac 
 
Perian enables QuickTime application support for additional Media Types: 
 
    * AVI, FLV, and MKV file formats 
    * MS-MPEG4 v1 & v2, DivX, 3ivX, H.264, FLV1, FSV1, VP6, H263I, VP3, HuffYUV, FFVHuff, MPEG1 & 
MPEG2 Video, Fraps, Windows Media Audio v1 & v2, Flash ADPCM, Xiph Vorbis (in Matroska), MPEG 
Layer II Audio 
    * AVI support for: AAC, AC3 Audio, H.264, MPEG4, and VBR MP3 
    * Subtitle support for SSA and SRT 
 
 
 
 
CD/DVD Utilties 
 
Infrarecorder 
http://infrarecorder.sourceforge.net/   
PC 
InfraRecorder is a free CD/DVD burning solution for Microsoft Windows. It offers a wide range of powerful 
features; all through an easy to use application interface and Windows Explorer integration. 
 
InfraRecorder is released under GPL version 2. 
Features 
 
    * Create custom data, audio and mixed-mode projects and record them to physical discs as well as disc 
images. 
    * Supports recording to dual-layer DVDs. 
    * Blank (erase) rewritable discs using four different methods. 
    * Record disc images (ISO and BIN/CUE). 
    * Fixate discs (write lead-out information to prevent further data from being added to the disc). 
    * Scan the SCSI/IDE bus for devices and collect information about their capabilities. 
    * Create disc copies, on the fly and using a temporary disc image. 
    * Import session data from multi-session discs and add more sessions to them. 
    * Display disc information. 
    * Save audio and data tracks to files (.wav, .wma, .ogg, .mp3 and .iso). 
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Burn      
http://burn-osx.sourceforge.net 
Mac 
 
Burn is an application to burn most common disks: data disks, audio disks (mp3, audio cd), video disks (VCD, 
SVCD, DVD-Video, DivX), images and disk copy. Burn makes it easy for everyone to burn. 
 
•Data disks:  With Burn you can burn five different kind of disks. 
 
•Audio disks:  With Burn you can burn Audio CDs and MP3 disks. 
 
•Video disks:  With Burn you can burn four kind of video disks. VCD, SVCD, DVD and DivX disks. 
 
•Images and copy:  With Burn you can burn three kind of images. Normal disk images, cue/bin images and 
toc images. And copy data disks. 
 
•Open source:  Burn includes and uses open source utilities and is open source too. 
 
 
 
Liquid CD 
http://www.maconnect.ch/index.php?page=liquidcd&lang=en 
Mac 
 
 
LiquidCD is a freeware for burning CDs and DVDs built for Mac OS X. 
But LiquidCD is more than a burning software and has useful built-in features. 
    
•Enjoy your music everywhere 
An Audio CD for you Hi-Fi set, or a MP3 CD for your home CD player or car radio: simply choose some MP3, 
AAC or any QuickTime readable audio file and burn the CD. Thanks to the built-in iTunes browser, it's easy 
to select your favourite songs. 
  
•It's easy to backup your data. 
Your CD is ready in seconds: choose some files, burn the disk. Feel like sharing your data ? The disk is 
readable on a PC. LiquidCD lets you perform advanced tasks, such as building a virtual hierarchy, adding 
folders, rename items, select a disk icon, decide which file will be visible on PC, wich file will be shown on 
Mac. 
      
•Your pictures on TV 
Choose your favourite pictures thanks to the built-in iPhoto browser, burn the CD and see them on your TV 
using your PictureCD enabled home DVD player. 
  
•And much more! 
Need to burn a disk image ? That's not a problem for LiquidCD, it can read most popular formats such 
as .iso, .dmg and even .toast, cue/bin and .cdi (DiscJuggler). Feel like duplicating a CD ? burning a 
VIDEO_TS folder on a video DVD ? In few seconds, and two maybe three steps, you are ready to start the 
burn. Is there any other free software with so many features ? 
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Audio/Video Conversion Tools 
 
 
Mediacoder  
http://mediacoder.sourceforge.net/ 
PC 
 
Mediacoder is an audio and video conversion tool, which nicely integrates lots of excellent audio/video 
codecs and tools from the open source community into an all-in-one solution, capable of transcoding among 
different audio/video formats. Using this freeware for video conversion requires a good understanding of 
video formats. We recommend this for use to convert your audio file from .wma or .wav to .mp3. You can 
even convert the audio portion of a .mpeg video file to .mp3. 
 
 
*Switch 
http://www.nch.com.au/switch/index.html 
Mac PC 
 
Switch audio file conversion software is a sound file format converter for Windows or Mac. It can convert 
and encode audio files from many different file formats into mp3, wav or wma files including wav to mp3, 
mp3 to wav, wma to mp3 and much more (see the supported formats list below). 
Switch audio file converter is very easy to use. Just add the files you want to convert to the list, select the 
format you want to use, and then click the convert button. 
A full list of the Switch Sound Format Converter features follow but a quick way to try it out is to download 
and install now. We make Switch audio file converter free in the hope you will like it so much you will decide 
to upgrade to Switch Plus which supports additional encode-to formats. 
 
 
SoX Wrap 
http://www.waveformsoftware.com/SoX_Wrap/soxwrap.htm 
Mac 
 
SoX Wrap is a wrapper for the conversion routines of the open source sound utility SoX (Sound eXchange). It 
transfers to and from the following formats: 8svx, aiff, al, au, avr, cdr, cvs, dat, gsm, hcom, la, lu, maud, mp3, 
nul, ogg, prc, raw, sb, sf, sl, sph, smp, snd, sndt, sw, txw, ub, ul, uw, vms, voc, wav, and wve. 
 
SoX Wrap is a free application. It's merely a GUI wrapped around the standard distrubtion; an attempt to 
make SoX accessible for people unfamiliar with the UNIX environment that it runs in. I encourage anyone 
who is interested in the application and has some programming skill to visit SoX's SourceForge page (linked 
above) and participate in the project. 
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Handbrake  
http://handbrake.fr/ 
Mac PC 
 
HandBrake is an open-source, GPL-licensed, multiplatform, multithreaded DVD to MPEG-4 converter, 
available for MacOS X, Linux and Windows.  Windows version requires the .NET Framework installed. 
 
Supported sources: 
    * Any DVD-like source: VIDEO_TS folder, DVD image or real DVD (encrypted or unencrypted, but 
protection methods other than CSS are not supported and must be handled externally with third-party 
software) 
    * PAL or NTSC 
    * AC-3, LPCM or MPEG audio tracks 
Outputs: 
    * File format: MP4, AVI or OGM 
    * Video: MPEG-4 or H.264 (1 or 2 passes or constant quantizer encoding) 
    * Audio: AAC, MP3, Vorbis or AC-3 pass-through (supports encoding of several audio tracks) 
Misc features: 
    * Chapter selection 
    * Basic subtitle support (burned into the picture) 
    * Integrated bitrate calculator 
    * Picture deinterlacing, cropping and scaling 
    * Grayscale encoding 
 
 
MPEG Streamclip 
http://www.squared5.com/   
Mac PC 
 
MPEG Streamclip is a powerful video converter, player, editor for Mac and Windows. It can play many 
movie files, not only MPEGs; it can convert MPEG files between muxed/demuxed formats for authoring; it 
can encode movies to many formats, including iPod; it can cut, trim and join movies. 
MPEG Streamclip can also download videos from YouTube and Google by entering the page URL. 
MPEG Streamclip is a converter for QuickTime files, MPEG-1/2/4 files and transport streams (.ts and .m2t). 
It provides high-quality conversion of movies and MPEGs into several useful formats. It is compatible with 
most editing applications and DVD authoring tools. More details are available in the download pages. 
 
Supported input formats: 
MPEG, VOB, PS, M2P, MOD, VRO, DAT, MOV, DV, AVI, MP4, TS, M2T, MMV, REC, VID, AVR, M2V, M1V, 
MPV, AIFF, M1A, MP2, MPA, AC3, ... 
 
You can use MPEG Streamclip to open and play most movie formats including MPEG files or transport 
streams; edit them with Cut, Copy, Paste, and Trim; set In/Out points and convert them into muxed or 
demuxed files, or export them to QuickTime, AVI, DV and MPEG-4 files with more than professional quality, 
so you can easily import them in a DVD authoring tool, and use them with many other applications or devices. 
 
*Prism 
http://www.nchsoftware.com/prism/index.html  
Mac PC 
 
Prism video conversion software is a free video file format converter for Windows. It can convert video files 
from avi, divX, mpg, vob, wmv (Windows Media Video formats), 3gp (mobile phone format) and more into 
avi, asf or wmv files. It can also convert your DVD discs into many different formats. 
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With Prism you can convert your video files into the formats you need to watch on TV, put on a website, 
create a presentation, watch on your iPod and much more. In fact, the possibilities are endless using this 
powerful video file converter. 
Prism video converter is very easy to use. Just add the files you want to convert to the list, select the format 
you want to use, and then click the convert button. 
 
Hamster 
http://videoconverter.hamstersoft.com/us/   
PC 
 
Hamster Free Video Converter is a new video converter that turns video conversions into fun. It supports 
3GP, MP4, MP3, MPEG, AVI, FLV, WMV, XviD, DivX, MKV, M2TS (40+). Now you may easily convert video 
for any DVD player, iPod, iPhone, iPad, Archos, Zune, PSP, PS3, xBox, iRiver, HTC, Blackberry or Nokia in 3 
clicks (supports 200+ devices). You will like the customizable interface--tune it to your own taste. Drag-n-
Drop, there is Wizard for beginners. Integrated video player. Converts many video files in batches. Adjusts 
audio video bitrate, frame rate. Changes codec/System type/De-interlaces your video file. Conversion 
speed is fast and quality is very good. You can extract audio tracks from video and save them in MP3. 
 
 
 
 
 
Web and Communication Tools 
 
 
*Skype 
http://skype.com/ 
Mac  PC 
 
Skype is internet communications. Skype is software that lets you use your computer and internet connection 
to communicate with anyone, anywhere in the world.  Skype has designed lots of clever features to make it 
even easier to call your friends and family, to meet new people and to manage your calls. Most features in 
Skype can be used for free, a few you have to pay for, but they're still pretty cheap. 

• Basic chat and emoticons  
• Group chat  
• Video calling, Conference calling  
• File transfer  
• Send Money  

Free Features: 
 

• Calling other people on Skype 
• Video calls on Skype 
• One-to-one and group chats 
• Conference calls with up to nine people 
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Cyberduck 
http://cyberduck.ch/ 
Mac 
 
Cyberduck is an open source FTP and SFTP (SSH Secure File Transfer) browser licenced under the GPL with 
an easy to use interface, integration with external editors and support for many Mac OS X system 
technologies such as Spotlight, Bonjour, the Keychain and AppleScript. 
 
Some of the features include: 
•Protocols:  FTP (File Transfer Protocol), FTP/TLS (FTP secured over SSL/TLS) and SFTP (SSH Secure File 
Transfer). 
•Browser:  Document based, list and outline view, caching, cut & paste, drag & drop and arbitrary character 
encodings. 
•Open Source:  Licensed under the GPL. 
•Bookmarking:  Powerful bookmarking in a the browser drawer. Drag and drop bookmarks to the 
Finder.app and drop files onto bookmarks to upload. 
•Integration:  Use Cyberduck as default system wide protocol handler for FTP (Requires RCDefaultApp). 
Open .inetloc files and .duck bookmark files from the Finder. 
•Resumable Transfers:  Both download and upload. 
•Synchronization:  Synchronize local with remote directories (and vice versa) and get a preview of affected 
files before any action is taken. 
•SSH:  Supports Public key authentication, Keyboard Interactive (PAM) Authentication, Support for various 
encryption ciphers (3DES, Blowfish, Twofish, AES, CAST) and Authentication algorithms (MD5, SHA1). 
 
 
FileZilla  
http://filezilla-
project.org/wiki/index.php/Main_Page 
Mac PC 
 
FileZilla Client is a free, open source FTP client for Windows. It supports FTP, SFTP, and FTPS (FTP over 
SSL/TLS). 
FileZilla 3 (Client) is currently in development. A tenth beta has been released. Binaries are provided for 
Windows, Linux and Mac OS X. 
 
 
Pidgin 
http://www.pidgin.im/ 
PC 
 
Pidgin is a chat program which lets you log in to accounts on multiple chat networks simultaneously. This 
means that you can be chatting with friends on MSN, talking to a friend on Google Talk, and sitting in a 
Yahoo chat room all at the same time. 
 
Pidgin is compatible with the following chat networks out of the box: AIM, ICQ, Google Talk, Jabber/XMPP, 
MSN Messenger, Yahoo!, Bonjour, Gadu-Gadu, IRC, Novell GroupWise Messenger, QQ, Lotus Sametime, 
SILC, SIMPLE, MySpaceIM, and Zephyr. It can support many more with plugins. 
 
Pidgin supports many features of these chat networks, such as file transfers, away messages, buddy icons, 
custom smilies, and typing notifications. Numerous plugins also extend Pidgin's functionality above and 
beyond the standard features. 
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Adium 
http://www.adium.im/ 
Mac 
 
Adium is a free and open source instant messaging application for  Mac OS X, written using Mac OS X's 
Cocoa API, released under the  GNU GPL and developed by the Adium team. Based on the libpurple 
protocol library, Adium can connect you to any number of messaging accounts on any combination of 
supported messaging services and then chat with other people using those services. 
 
Note: We do not host any IM services ourselves. Adium is a third-party client for connecting to services run 
by other people (mostly companies). 
Supported services  
    *  AOL Instant Messenger, including  ICQ and  MobileMe (formerly known as  .Mac) 
    *  MSN Messenger 
    *  Jabber, including  Google Talk and  LiveJournal 
    *  Yahoo! Messenger, including  Yahoo! Japan 
    *  Bonjour, compatible with iChat 
    *  MySpace IM 
    *  Facebook Chat (Adium 1.3 and later, 1.3.3 recommended) 
    * Lotus Sametime 
    *  Novell Groupwise 
    *  QQ 
    *  Gadu-Gadu 
 
 
 
Thunderbird 
http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/products/thunderbird/ 
Mac PC 
 
Thunderbird 2 features many new enhancements to help you better manage your unruly inbox, and stay 
informed. Thunderbird 2 scales to the most sophisticated organizational needs while making it easy to find 
what you need. 
Open Source, More Secure 
At the heart of Thunderbird is an open source development process driven by thousands of passionate, 
experienced developers and security experts spread all over the world. Our openness and active community 
of experts helps to ensure our products are more secure and updated quickly, while also enabling us to take 
advantage of the best third party security scanning and evaluation tools to further bolster overall security. 
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Audio Editing Tools 
 
 
Audacity 
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/ 
Mac  PC 
 
Audacity is a free, easy-to-use audio editor and recorder for Windows, Mac OS X, GNU/Linux, and other 
operating systems. You can use Audacity to: 

• Record live audio.  
• Convert tapes and records into digital recordings or CDs.  
• Edit Ogg Vorbis, MP3, and WAV sound files.  
• Cut, copy, splice, and mix sounds together.  
• Change the speed or pitch of a recording.  
• And more!  

 

*Wavepad 
http://www.nch.com.au/wavepad/index.html  
Mac PC 
 
This audio editing software is a full featured professional sound editor for Windows or Mac. It lets you make 
and edit music, voice and other audio recordings. When editing audio files you can cut, copy and paste 
parts of recordings and, if required, add effects like echo, amplification and noise reduction. WavePad 
works as a wav editor or mp3 editor but it also supports a number of other file formats including vox, gsm, 
real audio, au, aif, flac, ogg and more. 
The program is designed to be a very easy and intuitive to use for audio editing. Within minutes you will be 
able to open or record a file and edit it. But if you take time to explore the other features you will find 
many powerful tools for editing audio designed with the professional sound engineer in mind. 

 
 
 
Graphics and Imaging Tools 
 
Paint.Net 
http://www.getpaint.net/doc/latest/en/index.html  
PC 
Paint.NET is free image editing and photo manipulation software for computers that run Windows.   Requires 
the .NET framework installed.  

• Layers 
• Unlimited history 
• Support for png, jpg, bmp, gif, tga, tiff 
• Effects and adjustments 
• Online community and tutorials 
• Free 
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*PhotoFiltre Free 6.2.7 
http://photofiltre.free.fr/frames_en.htm 
PC 
 
PhotoFiltre is a complete image retouching program. It allows you to do simple or advanced adjustments to 
an image and apply a vast range of filters on it. It is simple and intuitive to use, and has an easy learning 
curve. The toolbar, giving you access to the standard filters with just a few clicks, gives PhotoFiltre a robust 
look. 
 
Seashore 
http://seashore.sourceforge.net/ 
Mac 
 
Seashore is an open source image editor for Cocoa. It features gradients, textures and anti-aliasing for both 
text and brush strokes. It supports multiple layers and alpha channel editing. It is based around the GIMP's 
technology and uses the same native file format. 
 
However, unlike the GIMP, Seashore only aims to serve the basic image editing needs of most computer 
users, not to provide a replacement for professional image editing products. 
 
 
 
Chocoflop 
http://www.chocoflop.com/home_en.html    
Mac 
 
ChocoFlop clearly positions itself as a lightweight alternative to very expensive graphics tools such as 
Adobe PhotoShop, (ex. MetaCreations) Corel Painter. It is meant to be smaller and much cheaper. Ideally 
the target users would be web or mobile designers and other creative people working with reasonably sized 
images.  Note that the project has been discontinued but the last beta version is still available with a 
license at the site. 
 
 
Gimp 
http://www.gimp.org/about/introduction.html 
Mac PC 
 
GIMP is an acronym for GNU Image Manipulation Program. It is a freely distributed program for such tasks 
as photo retouching, image composition and image authoring. 
 
It has many capabilities. It can be used as a simple paint program, an expert quality photo retouching 
program, an online batch processing system, a mass production image renderer, an image format converter, 
etc. 
 
GIMP is expandable and extensible. It is designed to be augmented with plug-ins and extensions to do just 
about anything. The advanced scripting interface allows everything from the simplest task to the most 
complex image manipulation procedures to be easily scripted. 
 
GIMP is written and developed under X11 on UNIX platforms. But basically the same code also runs on MS 
Windows and Mac OS X. 
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*Google Picasa 
http://picasa.google.com/index.html 
Mac PC 
 
Picasa is a free software download from Google that helps you: 
    * Locate and organize all the photos on your computer. 
    * Edit and add effects to your photos with a few simple clicks. 
    * Share your photos with others through email, prints, and on the web: it’s fast, easy and free. 
 
 
 
 
Publishing and Productivity 
 
OpenOffice  
http://www.openoffice.org/index.html 
Mac PC 
 
OpenOffice.org is both a fully-featured office suite compatible with leading office products, and a virtual 
community working through OpenOffice.org's numerous projects. The community comes together at 
www.openoffice.org to develop, support, and promote the use of OpenOffice.org.  The Mac version 
requires Mac OS X 10.4 or later, X11, Latest version of Java 1.to be installed. 
Compatible with other major office suites, OpenOffice.org is free to download, use, and distribute. 
Download it now, and get: 
 
•Writer – a word processor you can use for anything from writing a quick letter to producing an entire book. 
•Calc – a powerful spreadsheet with all the tools you need to calculate, analyse, and present your data in 
numerical reports or sizzling graphics. 
•Impress – the fastest, most powerful way to create effective multimedia presentations. 
•Draw – lets you produce everything from simple diagrams to dynamic 3D illustrations. 
•Base – lets you manipulate databases seamlessly. Create and modify tables, forms, queries, and reports, 
all from within OpenOffice.org 
•Math – lets you create mathematical equations with a graphic user interface or by directly typing your 
formulas into the equation editor. 
 
NeoOffice 
http://www.neooffice.org/neojava/en/index.php 
Mac 
 
NeoOffice is a fully-featured set of office applications (including word processing, spreadsheet, 
presentation, drawing, and database programs) for Mac OS X. Based on the OpenOffice.org office suite, 
NeoOffice has integrated dozens of native Mac features and can import, edit, and exchange files with other 
popular office programs such as Microsoft Office. Unlike the Mac OS X release of OpenOffice.org, 
NeoOffice does not require the X11 windowing system. 
 
 
Bean 
http://www.bean-osx.com/Bean.html 
Mac 
 
Bean is a small, easy-to-use word processor that includes: 
• a live word count 
• a Get Info panel for in-depth statistics 
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• a zoom-slider to easily change the view scale 
• an Inspector panel with lots of sliders 
• date-stamped backups 
• autosaving 
• a page layout mode 
• an alternate colors option (e.g., white text on blue) 
• selection of text by text style, paragraph style, color, etc. 
• a floating windows option (like Stickies has) 
• find panel allows regular expressions (pattern matching) 
• all of Cocoa's good stuff (dictionary, word completion, etc.) 
 
 
Abiword 
http://www.abisource.com/ 
PC 
 
AbiWord is a free word processing program similar to Microsoft® Word. It is suitable for a wide variety of 
word processing tasks. 
 
AbiWord allows you to collaborate with multiple people on one document at the same time. It is tightly 
integrated with the AbiCollab.net web service, which lets you store documents online, allows easy document 
sharing with your friends, and performs format conversions on the fly. 
 
 
Gantt Project 
http://ganttproject.biz/  
Mac PC 
 
GanttProject is a free and easy to use Gantt chart based project scheduling and management tool. Our 
major features include: 
 
    * Task hierarchy and dependencies 
    * Gantt chart 
    * Resource load chart 
    * Generation of PERT chart 
    * PDF and HTML reports 
    * MS Project import/export 
    * WebDAV based groupwork 
 
 
 
OpenProj 
http://openproj.org/openproj 
Mac PC 
 
OpenProj is a free, open source project management solution. OpenProj is a replacement of Microsoft 
Project and other commercial project solutions. The OpenProj solution has been download more than 
500,000 times in the few months since launch and is being used in over 142 countries. A free download of 
OpenProj is Click to enlarge in a new window available here and is distributed under the CPAL license. 
OpenProj is ideal for desktop project management and is available on Linux, Unix, Mac or Windows. It even 
opens existing Microsoft or Primavera files. OpenProj shares the industry's most advanced scheduling engine 
with Project-ON-Demand and provides Gantt Charts, Network Diagrams (PERT Charts), WBS and RBS charts, 
Earned Value costing and more. There is literally no time or effort involved in switching to OpenProj, and 
your teams can manage projects on any platform for free. Projity worked closely with leaders in the 
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commercial and open source industries in preparation for the release of OpenProj. It is a welcome addition, 
not only for project management users, but also for users in all software segments.  
 
 
 
Web Design Tool 
 
KompoZer 
http://www.kompozer.net/    
Mac PC 
 
KompoZer is a complete web authoring system that combines web file management and easy-to-use 
WYSIWYG web page editing. 
KompoZer is designed to be extremely easy to use, making it ideal for non-technical computer users who 
want to create an attractive, professional-looking web site without needing to know HTML or web coding. 
 
 
 
 
Screen Capture 
 
*Jing 
http://www.jingproject.com/   
Mac PC 
 
Elegant in its simplicity, Jing's minimal feature set keeps the focus on instant sharing. We think it's the perfect 
companion to the casual, fast-paced online conversations we all have every day. 
 
Capture what you see. 
Initiate a capture by clicking Jing's happy, always-ready "sun" icon...or pressing a hotkey of your choice. 
You can capture a window, pane, or region. (Tip: click and drag to select a region.) 
Add notes, arrows, more 
Four drawing tools. Unlimited colors. Go nuts. 
 
Make a point. 
Need to emphasize or explain? Mark up your screenshot with a basic text box, arrow, highlight, or 
rectangle. 
 
Record what you see (and do). 
Select a window or region and Jing will record a video of everything that appears in that area. Point to 
things with your mouse, scroll, flip through photos, click around in a website or application...Jing captures it 
all. 
Click the microphone icon to mute ro record using your microphone while recording 
Make a silent movie or a talkie, your choice. Made a mistake? Start over from the beginning. 
 
Narrate on the fly. 
If your computer has a microphone, Jing can record your sparkling commentary at the same time. Since 
everyone prefers short and pithy, recording time is capped at 5 minutes. 
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File Compression 
 
 
*Yemuzip 
http://www.yellowmug.com/yemuzip/ 
Mac 
 
YemuZip is an easy-to-use application for making zip files. Just drag, drop, name your zip file and you're 
done. 
 
The Finder's Archive function makes zip files that contains Mac-specific information that, when extracted on a 
PC, looks like garbage. YemuZip lets you choose between a PC-compatible format and a Mac format that 
preserve all the Mac-specific metadata. 
 

Tugzip 

http://www.tugzip.com/ 
PC 
 
TUGZip is a powerful award-winning freeware archiving utility for Windows® that provides support for a 
wide range of compressed, encoded and disc-image files, as well as very powerful features; all through an 
easy to use application interface and Windows Explorer integration. 

 

Mind Mapping 
 
Freemind 
http://freemind.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Main_Page 
Mac PC 
FreeMind is a premier free mind-mapping (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mind_map) software written in 
Java. The recent development has hopefully turned it into high productivity tool. We are proud that the 
operation and navigation of FreeMind is faster than that of MindManager because of one-click "fold / 
unfold" and "follow link" operations.  

 

Mindnode 
http://www.mindnode.com/ 
Mac  
MindNode Pro and MindNode are elegant and simple-to-use mindmapping applications for the Macintosh 
that help to visually: 
 
    * collect, classify and structure ideas. 
    * organize, study and solve problems. 

Mind maps can be used for many different tasks - including to-do lists, brainstorming, holiday planning, 
research, writing, project management - and in many different environments - school, meetings, workspace. 
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Xmind 
http://www.xmind.net/ 
Mac PC 
Easy-to-use 

With XMind, you can just double-click to create and edit topics anywhere on the map. Drag-and-drop for 
reorganizing topics, moving markers, taking a mapshot, and adding attachments. You can even search on 
topic with Google and drag images into your map without leaving the working window. 

Brainstorming 
XMind is a great brainstorming tool for your team. And XMind Pro provides a special brainstorming editing 
mode to offer you a place to focus on recording and organizing sparkles. 
Export to PDF/Office 
XMind's intuitive design and powerful features let you focus on your work and share it easily with others. 
You can export maps into a variety of popular formats such as PDF, Word and PowerPoint. 

 

Visual Learning Enviroment (VUE) 
http://vue.tufts.edu/index.cfm  
Mac PC  
At its core, the Visual Understanding Environment (VUE) is a concept and content mapping application, 
developed to support teaching, learning and research and for anyone who needs to organize, contextualize, 
and access digital information. Using a simple set of tools and a basic visual grammar consisting of nodes 
and links, faculty and students can map relationships between concepts, ideas and digital content.  
 
Concept mapping is not new to the educational field. In fact, the benefits of concept mapping as a learning 
tool have been documented by over 40 years of cognitive science research. VUE provides a concept 
mapping interface, which can be used as such, or as an interface to organize digital content in non-linear 
ways. 

 

*Denotes free proprietory or “cathedral” software,  Ususally from independent developers or 
from companies releasing free versions of commercial software.  Or if your Google, release 
it all free… 
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Links and Resources on the Web 
General information regarding Open Source: 

http://www.opensource.org/ 

Software listings for Windows: 

http://www.opensourcewindows.org/ 

http://downloadpedia.org/Open_Source_Windows 

Software listings for Mac: 

http://www.opensourcemac.org/ 

http://www.linuxbeacon.com/doku.php/opensourcemac 

http://downloadpedia.org/Open_Source_Mac 

Portable applications: 

http://www.freesmug.org/portableapps 

http://portableapps.com/ 


